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Viewpoint

China’s currency reforms: If you fail to prepare, then
prepare to fail
06 Nov 2013 by Agnes Vargas

China's currency reforms have been progressing at a rapid pace.

Since internationalization began with the launch of the renminbi

cross-border trade settlement scheme in 2009, China has continued

to test and roll out new regulation, which makes keeping track of the

renminbi's ever-changing status a challenge. But given China's

economic importance, it is vital financial institutions and corporates

alike do not fall behind in the renminbi transformation. Preparation

and a strategy for adoption are the key needs. With this in place, as

regulations evolve, financial institutions can play a crucial role in facilitating renminbi

transactions on an international level.

 

China's internationalization of its currency is changing the face of global markets. Daily

renminbi trade has more than tripled to US$120 billion in the past three years, the Bank

for International Settlements has confirmed. In turn, the renminbi has now catapulted into

the top 10 world trading currencies for the first time, kicking out the New Zealand dollar

and pushing the Swedish krone into tenth place. And it's not stopping there; it is hotly

anticipated to become the third global trading currency - behind the US dollar and euro -

as early as 2015.

 

Despite these impressive statistics (plus the fact that it is the second largest economy in

the world behind the US), China's currency is still used in just 2.2% of international trade.

Compare this with its share in world trade for 2012 (11.1%) and a clear underutilization of

renminbi in relation to the Chinese economy can be seen. This is because tight

restrictions on the renminbi continue to be enforced by the Chinese government.

 

As part of the on-going internationalization, however, measures are being introduced to

open up the Chinese economy and facilitate the flow of its currency - offering increased

options for where and how corporates can use their renminbi. And in turn, banks must

keep abreast of these changes; updating capabilities and informing clients to ensure new

opportunities can be capitalized on.

 

Strict regulations; intermediary solutions

 

China's regulations exist to ensure a firm grip is kept on currency flows in and out of the

country. And while the renminbi has been allowed to become convertible under the current

account (to make it a trading currency), the capital account remains severely restricted,

causing difficulties for corporates with excess deposits of renminbi. Indeed corporates

need official permission to transfer funds cross-border. Capital account transactions

include capital markets investments, cross-border or cross-currency loans, foreign direct

investment, outbound direct investment, and derivative transactions.

 

Though reluctant to ease these restrictions, the Chinese government took an important

step towards liberating its capital accounts by introducing offshore renminbi as an

investment option. Dim sum bonds allow companies to issue renminbi denominated

debt in Hong Kong (outside mainland China). Investors are then able to exchange their

foreign currency into offshore renminbi (called CNH, as opposed to the CNY of mainland

China) and invest in these CNH bonds.

 

With regards to the onshore and offshore currencies, while CNH has been allowed to

float, the CNY used in mainland China remains on a managed (pegged) exchange rate

and is tightly restricted by the Chinese government. As with capital account restrictions,

this is also a thorn in the side for corporates.

 

An alternative investment option to dim sum bonds is the QFII (Qualified Foreign

Institutional Investor) programme, which allows licensed foreign investors to trade

renminbi-denominated "A" shares in some of China [1]'s mainland stock exchanges

using renminbi held in offshore accounts. Prior to this, Chinese mainland stock

exchanges were closed off to foreign investors. And the RQFII (Renminbi Qualified

Foreign Institutional Investor) scheme is in the process of being developed, which will

open up further opportunities for trade through China's interbank market.

 

China's RMB future

 

While such measures are partial "fixes" for the restricted renminbi use, these solutions
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are not ideal. What the world is waiting to see is whether China will follow through with the

currency revolution it has begun and completely liberalize the renminbi.

 

Capital account liberalization plans are currently under discussion, although the timing

remains a subject of considerable debate. But what is certain is that until foreign

corporates can freely convert their capital to buy assets and equities outside of mainland

China, the renminbi cannot become a truly international currency.

 

Regarding the pegged CNY, it is expected it will be allowed to float within five years. It will

then be subjected to fluctuations on the foreign exchange market, increasing its volatility

and opening doors for a plethora of renminbi settlements as companies seek to hedge or

remove their currency exposure.

 

Meanwhile, developments are expected elsewhere, including the further establishment of

Hong Kong as an offshore market and the expansion of renminbi cross-border options

such as loans (which will likely be introduced via pilot schemes). Of particular interest is

what will follow in the aftermath of the recent unveiling of Shanghai as a free-trade zone,

with rumours rife that it could be given a liberalized capital account.

 

Failure to prepare, prepare to fail

 

With renminbi internationalization comes the potential for a major shift in the global

financial markets. It also represents a huge new source of opportunities (and threats) for

financial institutions (FIs) and corporates worldwide. Of utmost importance, is that FIs

position themselves for this growth in order to be able to actively pursue these

opportunities - which in turn will allow corporates to do the same. The key is to be

prepared and have a renminbi strategy in place.

 

However, with so many dramatic economy-changing proposals in the pipeline - and with

smaller, more discreet, updates happening on a regular basis - both vigilance and

flexibility will play key roles in any strategy. By FIs reacting quickly to constant reform -

along with being proactive ahead of upcoming changes - corporate clients can benefit

from developments from the outset. Banks that engage with regulators have a competitive

edge; whereas for those who are underprepared, the risks will multiply.

 

The successful promotion of renminbi facilities can only be achieved when corporates are

confident that a full up-to-date banking structure is in place to support the transactions

and products that are evolving - to the extent that there is the same level of assurance as

with US dollar procedures, for instance. And because bank capabilities - and not just

official regulations - are advancing, clear communication, explaining benefits and giving

practical advice to clients, is essential.

 

Agnes Vargas is the regional head, Greater China and Asean, Commerzbank

Links: ------ [1] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China
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